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Non-invasive prediction of optimal targets for ecient radiofrequency ablation is a major challenge in the treatment of ventricular
tachycardia. Most of the related modelling work relies on magnetic resonance imaging of the heart for patient-speci c personalized electrophysiology simulations.
In this study, we used high-resolution computed tomography images
to personalize an Eikonal model of cardiac electrophysiology in seven
patients, addressed to us for catheter ablation in the context of postinfarction arrhythmia. We took advantage of the detailed geometry offered by such images, which are also more easily available in clinical
practice, to estimate a conduction speed parameter based on myocardial
wall thickness. We used this model to simulate a propagation directly on
voxel data, in similar conditions to the ones invasively observed during
the ablation procedure.
We then compared the results of our simulations to dense activation maps
that recorded ventricular tachycardias during the procedures. We showed
as a proof of concept that realistic re-entrant pathways responsible for
ventricular tachycardia can be reproduced using our framework, directly
from imaging data.
Abstract.
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Fig. 1.

Sudden cardiac death (SCD) due to ventricular arrhythmia is responsible
for hundreds of thousands of deaths each year [1]. A high proportion of these
arrhythmias are related to ischemic cardiomyopathy, which promotes both ventricular brillation and ventricular tachycardia (VT). The cornerstone of SCD
prevention in an individual at risk is the use of an implantable cardioverter debrillator (ICD). ICDs reduce mortality, but recurrent VT in recipients are a
source of important morbidity. VT causes syncope, heart failure, painful shocks
and repetitive ICD interventions reducing device lifespan. In a small number of
cases called arrhythmic storms, the arrhythmia burden is such that the ICD can
be insucient to avoid arrhythmic death.
In this context, radio-frequency ablation aiming at eliminating re-entry circuits responsible for VT has emerged as an interesting option. VT ablation has
already demonstrated its bene ts [2] but still lacks clinical consensus on optimal
ablation strategy [3]. Two classical strategies have been developped by electrophysiologists. The rst strategy focuses on mapping the arrhythmia circuit by
inducing VT before ablating the critical isthmus. The second strategy focuses
on the substrate, eliminating all abnormal potentials that may contain such
isthmuses.
Both strategies are very time-consuming, with long mapping and ablation
phases respectively, and procedures are therefore often incomplete in patients
with poor general condition. Many authors have thus shown an interest in developing methods coupling non-invasive exploration and modelling to predict
both VT risk and optimal ablation targets [4{8]. Most of the published work in
this area relies on cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMR), at the moment
considered as the gold standard to assess myocardial scar, in particular using
late gadolinium enhancement sequences. However, despite being the reference
method to detect brosis in ltration in healthy tissue, CMR methods clinically
available still lack spatial resolution under 2 mm to accurately assess scar heterogeneity in chronic healed myocardial infarction, because the latter is associated
with severe wall thinning (down to 1 mm). Moreover, most patients recruited for
VT ablation cannot undergo CMR due to an already implanted ICD.
In contrast, recent advances in cardiac computed tomography (CT) technology now enable the assessment of cardiac anatomy with extremely high spatial
resolution. We hypothesized that such resolution could be of value in assessing the heterogeneity of myocardial thickness in chronic healed infarcts. Based
on our clinical practice, we indeed believe that detecting VT isthmuses relies
on detecting thin residual layers of muscle cells-rich tissue inside infarct scars
that CMR fails to identify due to partial volume e ect. CT image acquisistion
is less operator-dependent than CMR, making it a rst class imaging modality
for automated and reproductible processing pipelines. CT presents fewer contraindication than CMR (it is notably feasible in patients with ICD), it costs
less, and its availability is superior.
The aim of this study was to assess the relationship between wall thickness
heterogeneity, as assessed by CT, and ventricular tachycardia mechanisms in
chronic myocardial infarction, using a computational approach (see the overall

pipeline in Fig. 1). This manuscript presents the rst steps of this pipeline, in
order to evaluate the relationship between simulations based on wall thickness
and electro-anatomical mapping data.

2 Image Acquisition and Processing
2.1

Population

The data we used come from 7 patients (age 58  7 years, 1 woman) referred
for catheter ablation therapy in the context of post-infarction ventricular tachycardia. The protocol of this study was approved by the local research ethics
committee.
2.2

Acquisition

All the patients underwent contrast-enhanced ECG-gated cardiac multi-detector
CT (MDCT) using a 64-slice clinical scanner (SOMATOM De nition, Siemens
Medical Systems, Forchheim, Germany) between 1 to 3 days prior to the electrophysiological study. This imaging study was performed as part of standard care
as there is an indication to undergo cardiac MDCT before electrophysiological
procedures to rule out intra cardiac thrombi. Coronary angiographic images were
acquired during the injection of a 120 ml bolus of iomeprol 400 mg/ml (Bracco,
Milan, Italy) at a rate of 4 ml/s. Radiation exposure was typically between 2 and
4 mSv. Images were acquired in supine position, with tube current modulation
set to end-diastole. The resulting voxels have a dimension of 0:4  0:4  1 mm3 .
2.3

Segmentation

(Left) Original CT-scan image. (Right) Wall mask (green). Note the thickness
heterogeneity (red box).
Fig. 2.

The left ventricular endocardium was automatically segmented using a regiongrowing algorithm, the thresholds to discriminate between the blood pool and

the wall being optimized from a prior analysis of blood and wall densities. The
epicardium was segmented using a semi-automated tool based on the interpolation of manually-drawn polygons.
All analyses were performed using the MUSIC software3 (IHU Liryc Bordeaux, Inria Sophia Antipolis, France). An example of the result of such segmentation can be seen in Fig. 2.
2.4

Wall Thickness Computation
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(Left-Middle) Wall thickness as de ned in section 2.4. (Right) Voltage map
recorded during sinus rhythm.
Fig. 3.

In CT-scan images, only the healthy part of the myocardium is visible,
hence wall thinning is a good marker of scar localization and abnormal electrophysiological parameters [9]. To accurately compute wall thickness, and to overcome diculties related to its de nition on tri-dimensional images, we chose the
Yezzi et al. method [10]. It is based on solving the Laplace equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions to determine the trajectories along which the thickness
will be computed. One advantage of such thickness de nition is that it is then
de ned for every voxel, which is later useful in our model (see section 3.2). An
example of the results can be observed in Fig. 3 (left and middle), along with a
comparison with the much lower level of detail in scar morphology assessment
that is obtained with a voltage map from a sinus rhythm recording.

3 Cardiac Electrophysiology Modelling
3.1

Eikonal Model

We chose the Eikonal model for simulating the wave front propagation because
of the following reasons:
3
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It requires very few parameters compared with biophysical models, making
it more suitable for patient-speci c personalization in a clinical setting.
Its output is an activation map directly comparable with the clinical data.
It allows for very fast solving thanks to the fast marching algorithm.
We used the standard Eikonal formulation in this study:
( )

( ) =1

v X jjrT X jj

(1)

The sole parameter required besides the myocardial geometry is the wave front
propagation speed v (X ) (see section 3.2). More sophisticated biophysical models allow for more precise results; however, this precision relies on an accurate
estimate of the parameters and the necessary data to such ends are not available
in clinical practice.
This original approach enabled us to parametrize directly the model on the
basis of the thickness computed from the images. Additionally, we generated a
unidirectional onset by creating an arti cial conduction block. This block was
needed to represent the refractoriness of the previously activated tissue that
the Eikonal model does not include. An illustration of this phenomenon can be
observed in the green box in Fig. 4.
3.2

Wave Front Propagation Speed Estimation
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(Left) Transfer function used to estimate wave front propagation speed from
wall thickness. (Right) Example resulting speed map. Note the arti cial refractory
block (dark straight line in green box).
Fig. 4.

As there is a link between myocardial wall thickness and its viability, it was
possible to parameterize our model from the previous wall thickness computation
(see section 2.4). There are basically three di erent cases:
1. Healthy myocardium where the wave front propagation speed is normal.
2. Dense brotic scar where the wave front propagation is extremely slow.
3. Gray zone area where it is somewhere in between.
Instead of arbitrarily choosing a speci c speed for the \gray zone", we exploited the resolution o ered by our images to come up with a smooth, continuous estimate of the speed between healthy and scar myocardium. This resulted
in the following logistic transfer function:
( )=

v X

max

v

1 + er(p t(X ))

(2)

where vmax is the maximum wave front propagation speed, t(X ) the thickness
at voxel X , p the in ection point of the sigmoidal function, i.e., the thickness at
which we reach 21 vmax and r a dimensionless parameter de ning the steepness
of the transfer function.
More speci cally, we chose the following parameters:

max = 0:6 m/s, as it is the conduction speed of healthy myocardium,

{ v

= 3 mm, as it was considered the gray zone \center",
r = 2, in order to obtain virtually null speed in areas where thickness is
below 2 mm.

{ p
{

The resulting transfer function can be visualized in Fig. 4.
The ber orientations were not included in our simulations. They might be
in our nal pipeline, but it is worth noting that we obtained satisfying results
without this parameter.

4 Electrophysiological Data
In order to evaluate the simulation results, we compared them to electro-anatomical
mapping data. As part of the clinical management of their arrhythmia, all the patients underwent an electrophysiological procedure using a 3-dimensional electroanatomical mapping system (Rhythmia, Boston scienti c, USA) and a basket
catheter (Orion, Boston scienti c, USA) dedicated to high-density mapping.
During the procedure, ventricular tachycardia was induced using a dedicated
programmed stimulation protocol, and the arrhythmia could be mapped at extremely high density (about 10 000 points per map). Patients were then treated
by catheter ablation targeting the critical isthmus of the recorded tachycardia, as
well as potential other targets identi ed either by pace mapping or sinus rhythm
substrate mapping. These maps were manually registered to the CT images.
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Comparison of predicted (left) activation maps (in ms) to \ground truth"
data (right) obtained from VT recording during RF catheter ablation in 4 di erent patients. White arrows: starting point and direction of simulated electrical impulse. Both recorded and simulated VT represent one cycle only. Animations of
these activation maps are available at https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=
Fig. 5.
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5 Results
Examples results of the simulations and their comparisons to mapping data
are presented in Fig. 5 In each case, a qualitatively similar re-entry circuit is
predicted.
Similar visual results were reached for all the VTs, without any further tuning
of the model. However, to reach such results we needed to pick the stimulations
points and directions very carefully.

6 Implementation
All the activation maps acquired during ventricular tachycardia (10 maps of
10 di erent circuits acquired in 7 patients) were exported to Matlab software
(Mathworks, USA).
The simulation was computed directly on the voxel data as the resolution of
our images represents highly detailed anatomy, and to avoid arbitrary choices
inherent to mesh construction. We then mapped the results to a mesh but for
visualization purposes only.

We used a custom Python package4 for the thickness computation and the
SimpleITK fast marching implementation to solve the Eikonal equation.
The arti cial conduction block was created by setting the wave front propagation speed to zero in a parametrically de ned disk of 15 mm radius, 2 mm
behind the stimulation points, orthogonal to the desired stimulation direction.
From the results of the semi-automatic CT image segmentation, the complete
simulation pipeline, with an informal benchmark realized on a i7-5500U CPU at
2.40GHz (using only 1 core), looks as follows:
Compute thickness from masks [43s]
Apply transfer function [0.5s]
Select pacing site and create refractory block [7s]
Solve the Eikonal equation [0.5s]

7 Discussion
This article presents a framework that may be suitable for VT RF ablation targets and prediction of VT risk in daily clinical practice. The results presented
here are preliminary but promising, due to the robustness of the image processing, the fast simulation of the model, and the high-resolution of CT scan images.
This resolution was crucial in the characterization of the VT isthmuses presented
in this study.
The main limitations of the results presented here are the limited sample size
and the lack of quantitative evaluation of the simulation results. It is however
worth noting that we were able to obtain such results without advanced calibration of the model's parameters. For the latter, we plan to map the electrophysiological data onto the image-based meshes for more quantitative comparison.
However it remains challenging due to the shape di erences. Heterogeneity in
CT images also induce a bias in thickness computation that may require patientspeci c personnalization of the transfer function parameters.
We believe that in order to fully automatize the pipeline, we need not only
to determine a ridge detection strategy, but also to overcome some of the simpli cations induced by the Eikonal modelling choice and enhance the circuit
characterization.
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